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Affleunt consumers  prefer experiences  over material goods

 
By JEN KING

The total aggregate spend for gifts this holiday season is expected to reach $75.3 billion, a 5.5 percent increase from
the year-ago, according to a new survey by Time Inc. and YouGov.

YouGov's "The Survey of Affluence & Wealth: 2015 Holiday Season" also determined that the top 10 percent of the
affluent population will spend $16.4 billion, which equates to 22 percent of the total holiday spend for the year.
Additionally, each household is expected to spend an average of $643, up 4.7 percent from 2014, on gifts for friends
and family.

 

"Instead of considering what has changed year-over-year, a more useful way to look at the data is to consider what
has happened since the Recession," said Cara David, managing partner at YouGov, New York. "As a whole, the top 10
persent of U.S. households changed their attitudes towards shopping including for the holidays when the Great
Recession hit, and their behaviors have remained the same ever since.

"In 2010, the savings rate among affluent families rose to 24 percent of their income, and today the rate has slightly
increased to 25 percent," she said. "Additionally, 70 percent of America's top 10 percent have no credit card debt.

"With this in mind, although 63 percent agree: 'I am hoping to make this holiday season the best one yet for my
family,' and 82 percent agree: 'I try to give gifts that create lasting memories,' they are not willing to spend above
their means. They purchase what they can afford, and they do so thoughtfully."

Time Inc. and YouGov surveyed 1,076 individuals in the top 10 percent of U.S. households, with an annual
disposable income of at least $120,000. The researchers then polled 1,000 individuals in the remaining 90 percent of
United States households based on discretionary income. The infographic created for The Survey of Affluence &
Wealth: 2015 Holiday Season reflects the top 10 percent of the population.

Tis' the season
The Survey of Affluence & Wealth broke down what affluent consumers plan to buy for the holidays, ranging from
material purchases to planning experiences as well as category interest for gifting.

Additional touchpoints focused in on how and where affluents plan to do their holiday shopping this year compared
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to years past.

YouGov found that among its respondents the goal for this holiday season is to "make it memorable." Also, 63
percent shared that they hope to make this holiday season the best one yet for their family.

Eighty-two percent of respondents expressed a desire to "give gifts that create lasting memories," thus lending
support to experiential and personalization trends. This was supported further by 48 percent of respondents saying
that rather give "experiences" over a material item as a holiday gift.

"Experience-based gift giving is here to stay," Ms. David said. "For example, affluent families surveyed forecasted
their travel expenditures would increase 15 percent this year compared to last.

"Furthermore, 82 percent of the top ten percent want to give gifts that 'create lasting memories' and what is better than
a gift that includes the anticipation of a forthcoming experience, the experience itself and, finally the lasting
memories that experience provides?" she said.

The Survey of Affluence & Wealth: 2015 Holiday Season infographic

When asked what type of gifts they planned to purchase in the luxury space, 50 percent still plan to buy jewelry and
watches, but travel is gaining with 41 percent of respondents gifting a vacation.

Material goods such as fashion, personal electronics and home furnishings and appliances barely broke the
majority. Fashion purchases ranked highest, but only at 36 percent while the remaining sectors trailed at 27 percent
for electronics and 25 percent for home goods.

Outside of luxury the percentage of affluents planning to purchase increases across categories, but 67 percent of
consumers intend to give gift cards.

According to American Affluence Research Center's 27th annual Millionaire Monitor, $5.6 billion will be spent on
gift cards, the most popular gift of the season.

Gift cards enable the receiver to make purchases that he or she will definitely enjoy, thereby eliminating the
awkwardness of unwanted or ill-fitting gifts, but they also represent an opportunity for brands to earn extra revenue
on cards that are not fully redeemed (see story).

Holiday how-to
YouGov also found that online shopping continues to grow, but in-store is not yet fully out of the equation.

In 2015, 13 percent of affluent consumers will shop exclusively or almost exclusively online in comparison to 5
percent of respondents who only do their shopping in-store. The mix of online and offline is about a quarter of
respondents, with more gravitating toward online shopping at 39 percent.

Consumers who shop both online and offline, but prefer ecommerce shopping has risen 6 percent since the year-
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ago holiday season. Comparably, shopping exclusively in-store has declined 2 percent since 2014.

For those who shop online the channel in which they do is also a blended approach. YouGov found that 58 percent
of its respondents shop only by laptop or desktop and 8 percent on smart devices only. Thirty-four percent take a two
screen approach using both laptop or desktop.

Beyond the holidays and in the near-future, retailers plan to grow and invest in Web, mobile and social technologies
as these channels continue to yield strong sales results, according to recent survey conducted by CIT  Group.

Similar to consumer outlook, most retailers feel confident about sales and revenue growth as 2015 comes to a close
and 2016 begins. Ending the year on a high note, 58 percent of respondents of CIT  Group's seventh annual "CIT
Retail Outlook" study predict that holiday sales will increase by 6 percent or more (see story).

"Retailers should be mindful that the affluent desire to give gifts that 'expose people to new things (68 percent) and
in many cases, those new things will be luxury products and experiences," Ms. David said. "For example, 50 percent
of jewelry and watch gift givers will be purchasing luxury jewelry or watches.

"Many of these shoppers will be dipping their toe into luxury for the first time. Retailers should prepare their
associates to be 'welcoming elves,' providing these luxury newbies with a comfortable and memorable shopping
experience, while helping them select a truly remarkable gift for their loved ones," she said.

"Retailers take notice: a change we've seen since 2011 is that the percentage of affluent who plan on exclusively or
mostly shopping online has risen from 37 percent to 54 percent, and those who will shop exclusively or primarily in-
store has dropped from 34 percent to 18 percent. In 2012, 55 percent of the affluent said that 'holiday shopping in
stores put them in a holiday mood.' Today the number has declined to 50 percent."

Final Take
Jen King, lead reporter on Luxury Daily, New York
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